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The Art Market and the Internet 

Engagement with the online world, specifically through the structures of social media platforms has 

become unavoidable in western society over the course of the 21st century. Post Internet Art is often 

conceived via the internet before migrating into the physical gallery. The art world has a complex 

relationship with the internet and particularly with social media, and I am interested in examining 

how the social media age has changed the relationship between art and the market. Since the 

inception of internet art, the conditions of production have changed from the web offering a new 

medium resulting in the net art movement, to the internet being inherently connected to all aspects 

of life, including as a space conduit for the dissemination of artworks which exist online themselves 

as well as documentation of material works. The term Post Internet Art was first used by Marina 

Olson in 2006 in relation to her own and her colleagues at Rhizome’s practice. The term was further 

popularised by Gene McHugh’s critical blog, Post internet, in which McHugh explores the shift in the 

conditions of production for artist’s working in post internet society I am particularly interested by 

the point of interaction between the pre-existing structures and physical spaces of the art world and 

Post Internet Artistic practice. How these physical spaces of the art world such as galleries, auction 

houses and other physical display spaces, interact with digital art and how the internet has changed 

the ways in which the physical gallery operates, for example a work of digital art being reproduced in 

a physical medium for exhibition. How does art which exists in in physical media translate to data in 

an online space and how does digital art translate into the physical spaces of the art world.  I want to 

explore how in a post internet landscape the gesture of the artist is to determine how their work 

physically mutates into the gallery space as commodity. 

There is therefore an interest from a critical perspective of the artist as a producer of cultural capital 

as to how the artist assigns a market value to their works, whether they sell their work outside of the 

gallery space in other formats and how the work is embodied within the gallery space. There is an 

implication in a capitalist system that the iteration of the artwork which holds the market value or 

capital of the work is in some way elevated or more important than other iterations of the work 

which exist as information rather than embodiment of capital. Is creating art as commodity now a 

post-production process? If the ‘original copy’ of an artwork is ‘made’ as a digital piece, and the 

work is successful and granted a gallery exhibition, is the act of converting that work into a physical 

medium seen as the point of inception of a new work, or a mutated version of the work which is 

enriched by its embodiment in physical media,  the artist selecting how they wish the work to be 

documented and commodified, and how it interacts with the gallery.  

For example, Amalia Ulmann’s work Excellence and Perfections, in which she plays a constructed 

persona designed to gain a following on Instagram, as a long-term performance piece, documented 

and presented in the gallery space as large prints of photographs of Ulmann as her constructed 

persona taken during the period of the performance (fig.2). This raises questions about how internet 

art has changed the function of the gallery and the relationship between art and medium. This idea 

of documentation of an art event which happened elsewhere is not has been seen before with 

documentation of performance art being presented in the gallery. What is of particular interest in 

the case of work such as Ulmann’s however is that there is an online presence which continues to 
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exist and is in essence the artwork in and of itself, what we see in the gallery is a documentation of 

this existence in a physical, sellable format. What is happening in the process of Ulmann creating 

these prints is an artist selecting the physical, commodifiable format of recording for their work, and 

making a decision about how the piece should interact with the physical space of the gallery. 

Ulmann’s work is made specifically to manipulate and exist within the framework of the social media 

platform of Instagram, it exists in the medium of digital information, but is specific to the platform it 

was created for as the work is dependant on the interaction of the Instagram userbase. However in 

the gallery space the physical art object presented is a print, a flat image recording of the online 

presence and event,  similarly to video documentation of performance pieces which are displayed in 

the gallery, the art object Ulmann has chosen as the commodity format of the work does not 

attempt to capture the performative, interactive and participatory nature of the durational 

performance piece itself, but rather present a recording of the piece in a format which best 

conforms to the aesthetic and material standards of the gallery and market, the most marketable 

format available. Ulmann’s choice of materials for her work to be exhibited in can be observed to 

take its logic from the performative piece itself, as her character in the work is informed by the 

aesthetic trends of popular Instagram models, the means of recording in display is informed by 

current aesthetic trends in the art world.  

 

Figure 2. Ulmann, Amalia. 2016. Excellences and Perfections (Screenshot), C type reverse print on 4mm aluminium, 
exhibited at Whitechapel Gallery, London, UK 

Artie Vierkant’s Image Objects project has been a defining work of the post internet movement. 

Focused on the lack of fixity of Post Internet Artworks, the work consists of edited recordings of 

sculptural objects in the gallery space. The approach of image objects to address the translation of 

online work into the gallery by making the subsequent outcomes promised the focus of the work   

‘’Image Objects are a series of works which exist somewhere between physical sculptures 

and altered documentation images. Each piece begins its life as a digital file, of which 

countless variations exist. These are then rendered as UV prints on dibond and precision-cut 
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to the form of the piece to create photographic prints with the depth and presence of a 

sculpture. 

Each time the pieces are documented officially (i.e., by the artist or by a gallery), the 

documentation photos are altered to create a new form which does not accurately 

represent the physical object, and generate new derivative works that build upon the initial 

objects. The viewer's experience becomes split between the physical encounter in a gallery 

setting and the countless variations of the objects circulated in prints, publications, and on 

the Internet. The documentation becomes a separate work in itself, incorporating elements 

of collage, techniques commonly used in professional image retouching, aestheticized digital 

watermarks, and more.’’1 

The material form of Vierkant’s image objects is designed to further the next step in the mutation of 

the artwork back into the online space. In his accompanying online essay, The Image Object Vierkant 

explores the borderlines between recording of artwork and the creation of new mutations of an 

artwork which are often transgressed in post internet practice.   

‘’Even if an image or object is able to be traced back to a source, the substance (substance in 

the sense of both its materiality and its importance) of the source object can no longer be 

regarded as inherently greater than any of its copies.’’2  

This is an interesting argument made by Vierkant, that materiality is always secondary in Post 

Internet Art, as the nature of information being shared and represented across platforms and media 

is inherent to cultural production in the digital age. In the case of Ulmann’s work the ‘source object’ 

could be considered as Ulmann herself during the period of her performance, but would more 

accurately be defined as the Instagram account which Ulmann created, and her careful curation of 

her online presence in order to gain popularity by analysing trends on the platform, going so far as 

to construct a narrative for the personal life her character to adhere to in order to maximise follower 

interest and engagement. Here we are seeing Ulmann deploying business like tactics in order to 

grow her online presence, and it is this process which is her artwork. It is less of the aesthetic 

exercise it appears to be on a surface level, more Ulmann asking the audience to consider why this 

project was a success, what is it about the particular set of interests, way of communicating and 

documenting her constructed life via Instagram which made her creation such a successful 

influencer on the platform, why is this ‘it girl’ persona such a reliably marketable online persona. 

Ulman is also commenting on the commodification of self in the age of social media, and the idea of 

lived art and performance, performing her constructed identity for the mechanical eye of social 

media. The fact that this work is committed to permanence in the gallery space as prints and these 

hold the entire market value of the piece points to the difficulty in the gallery-based system of 

material capital to attribute the market value accurately to the location of the artwork rather than a 

recording of work which has taken place in the online space. In Image Objects the work as it appears 

in the gallery is only ever a step in a continually evolving piece, the gallery becomes a conduit for the 

continuation of the artwork. 

Isabelle Graw, in her book ‘High Price: Art Between the Market and Celebrity Culture ‘, discusses a 

system in which the market value of an artwork is determined by its symbolic value as designated by 

the art establishment as well as other market conditions. Graw’s book explores how the rise of 

 
1 Vierkant, Artie. 2014. Image Objects archive  
http://artievierkant.com/imageobjects.php 
2 Vierkant, Artie. 2018. The Image Object Post - Internet 
http://jstchillin.org/artie/pdf/The_Image_Object_Post-Internet_us.pdf 

http://artievierkant.com/imageobjects.php
http://jstchillin.org/artie/pdf/The_Image_Object_Post-Internet_us.pdf
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celebrity culture and populist media affected cultural production in all fields, and discusses the 

complex relationship between the artist, market and celebrity. Graw is concerned by the shift in the 

art world from the symbolic value of work being determined  by the critic, the critic therefore acting 

as arbiter and the market value being determined based on this, therefore a good critical reception 

meaning a higher market value, to the opposite relationship beginning to become more prevalent, 

with artists who achieve high market value receiving support from galleries and even critics due to 

an interest in maximising profit. 

‘’This book provides numerous examples to support its principal claim that there was 

massive growth during the last art boom increasingly had a say when it came to establishing 

artistic value. There is indeed much to suggest that in recent years, whether or not an 

artwork was considered artistically relevant depended to a greater extent on its market 

value. But this market value still needs on the assumption of a “symbolic value” for ultimate 

legitimacy’’3 

Graw’s claim that the art market exerts an influence on the establishment of artistic value in order to 

guarantee market value, thereby making the market more predictable and investable. Graw 

demonstrates that in a system where symbolic value as defined by Bourdieau4. I am interested in 

how since the widespread cultural saturation of social media, an artist’s online presence and 

audience fits into this system of symbolic and market value – social media has no predefined role 

within the art world, and can be used to whatever ends an individual desires, therefore whilst 

surface level social media engagement by an artist can be seen as simply a measure of public 

interest, it can also be an arena for criticism, function as a gallery in its own right, or providing a first 

point of contact between artist and gallery, or to bypass the traditional physical gallery entirely.  

Further to Graw’s concern at the increasing crossover between business and art, and therefore the 

increased emphasis on art as a field of economic investment rather than as art objects purchased for 

their aesthetic qualities or symbolic artistic value, the online sale and marketing of art has produced 

some interesting results. Artrank, formerly sellyoulater, is an online business based on art 

investment. The site is built around a simple homepage which provides a ranking of artists based on 

current sale prices, divided by price bands, and ranked in terms of the best current investment at 

each price point based on algorithmic data analysis of current market prices. Artrank removes any 

artistic interest entirely, eschewing any reference to the art objects or images it alludes to the sale of 

in favour of a pared back aesthetic informed by stock trading, reducing the art market to economic 

data with zero interest in the symbolic value, context or even material nature of the work being 

traded. This approach to art investment is completely disruptive to the art market, which has 

traditionally been a knowledge based, interaction-based economy, reliant on the connections 

between investors and galleries. Sites such as Artrank allow investors to bypass the knowledge 

based economy of the artworld by reducing art sales to a business exercise, by using algorithms 

which allow the market to be understood as a series of investment opportunities, and tracking 

fluctuations in the market purely based on sales data, whereas in previous generations a good buyer 

would have had to keep informed of the critical reception of shows, upcoming exhibitions by artists 

and other internal market factors which affect the sale prices of work, with modern technology the 

‘art world’ in the traditional understanding of a knowledge based economy, can be entirely bypassed 

by investors from outside the artworld. This opening up of the art market has a complex effect on its 

politics, as although investment in art purely as business without interest in the aesthetic qualities of 

the work is against the interests of the artist, it does break down to some extent the elitism 

 
3 Graw, Isabelle. 2010. High Price. New York: Lukas & Sternberg 
4 Bourdieu, Pierre, and Randal Johnson. 1993. The Field of Cultural Production. Cambridge: Polity Press. 
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historically intrinsic to the art market, but does this by bringing the art world closer to fields of 

enterprise which oppose the ideals of artistic production, such as finance, the oil industry or 

investment capital. The interest of these investors in the market is in art as a physical commodity 

and its fluctuating market value, not in the symbolic value of the art object which determines its 

value as commodity. 

In a 2018 editorial for artsy.net, Zoe Goetzmann interviewed several young working artists who 

opted to sell their work directly to collectors via Instagram rather than seek gallery representation5. 

This demonstrates that it is now possible for artists to exist outside of the gallery system and 

maintain a profitable practice. Instagram brings together the cult of celebrity and the self-made 

commerce with a gallery like seemingly neutral online space for artists to advertise and establish 

connections, and with the rise of Instagram, the commodification of the self has therefore become a 

necessity for artists, and that the idea of selling directly through the net and particularly social media 

platforms has become more normalised. This evidences the fact that the physical gallery space is no 

longer essential in order to convert symbolic value, in this case accumulated through Instagram, into 

market value and therefore capital. This article also shows that artists working under the conditions 

of post internet production have greater agency over how their work is traded even if the work itself 

is conceived as a physical art object commodity. The artists interviewed have been able to acquire 

agency in the sale and pricing of their work and set their own prices, a process usually decided by a 

dealer, and often an arbitrary process according to Velthuis in Talking Prices in which he describes 

his discussions with dealers on the topic of pricing work, 

‘’At one point, he smiled and summarized his pricing strategy, no doubt with irony, as 

follows: ‘’I simply make them up.” When I perused how he knew the right price for the large 

installation that was currently on view, with a monkey riding on a train through a fantastic, 

absurd landscape, the dealer remarked wryly: “I Pray” 

Although other dealers who were new to the field would not allow themselves to make such 

ironic statements, I recorded similar comments from reputable and not so reputable dealers 

who specialized in avant-garde, conceptual work, but also from their colleagues who clung 

to precise, realist canvases They would call prices  ‘’a wild guess’’, ‘’arbitrary’’, ‘’subjective’’, 

as ‘’a mystery’’.’’6 

This anecdote used by Velthuis is not to be read as an accurate reflection on the gallery pricing 

system, but successfully conveys the split interest between a market primarily concerned with. This 

highlights the issue posed to artists of existing in a system in which their output is valued as capital 

by the external force of the art market, often arbitrarily, and market factors exert as much influence 

as the appreciation for the symbolic value of the work. With the market becoming more influenced 

by its function as a structure for investment capital and the possibility to artists to bypass the 

traditional gallery-based system presented with the emerging online economy, the focus of the work 

which enters the gallery critiques this trend through making the material recording of the work a 

recording of the art happening in the online space.  The gallery becomes a conduit for the furthering 

of an artwork which exists between the physical space and online.  

Petra Cortright is an artist whose work explores the potential for the use of this agency afforded to 

the artist over the commodification of work by the net. In her 2011 collaboration with Ilia Ovechkin 

Video Catalog, Cortright performs in a series of YouTube videos, in each piece the artist is shown 

 
5 Goetzmann, Zoe. 2018. https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-artists-jump-started-careers-selling-
directly-collectors-instagram  
6 Velthuis, Olav. 2007. Talking Prices. Princeton Press 

https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-artists-jump-started-careers-selling-directly-collectors-instagram
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-artists-jump-started-careers-selling-directly-collectors-instagram
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performing to a popular song, often at her desk or in her room, whilst digital after effects move 

across the screen, utilising the informal aesthetics popularised by content sharing platforms such as 

YouTube, with the artist symbolically shown in her own personal environment outside of the gallery, 

mediated only by the digital after effects applied to the raw footage. Each video piece was assigned 

a monetary value using an algorithm which calculates it based on the number of views the video 

amassed. Here we see the artist exercising her power over the commodification of her practice, and 

using this control to hand power to the populist view;  

‘’i price my videos by view count, so the more views the higher the price. my boyfriend ilia 

Ovechkin coded the catalog and he did such a great job - he figured out a way to solve a 

potentially big problem which was in case a video went “viral” (lol) then the work could be 

like $200,000 or something and i dont think im ready to sell my work at that price yet heh so 

there is actually an equation in once it gets to a certain amount where the cents per view 

goes down once it reaches a certain view count, does that make sense i am probably 

sounding really confusing :) i started pricing this way from the beginning when i had to price 

work for the first time in 2009. i just wanted to figure out a way to make it easier on me so i 

dont have to struggle to try and price work because its uncomfortable, but i have to say that 

it becomes easier once you have something to reference back to, now i have a better idea of 

my price range but in the beginning i didnt know what was going on. i wish i could price 

everything this way haha.’’ 7 (sic) 

Cortright makes the popularity of her videos with the general public the arbiter of the market value 

of her work. Cortright here is using the popularity of her videos as a rudimental indicator of the 

market value of the work, meaning the most viewed work will command the highest market value.  

Cortright’s system for deciding value follows the principle that user engagement online equates to 

profit, mirroring systems such as clickbait journalism. This idea of assigning value based purely on 

engagement regardless of the effect on the viewer raises questions about how a capitalist profit 

driven system values media content without depth or nuance instead favouring shock tactics, fake 

news and attention-grabbing headlines and images. However, Cortright also includes an interesting 

caveat in her pricing system, that the pricing structure she uses is non-linear, as an insurance policy 

against works going viral and the price of a particular artwork becoming too high.  

However, this raises and interesting question about the effect of artwork going viral – if Cortright is 

happy to price her work based solely on audience engagement online, i.e. number of views, then 

what is it about a piece becoming viral which makes her feel that the views past a certain figure 

should add less to the value of a work than below the set boundary.  She states that this is  ‘’ 

potentially big problem which was in case a video went “viral” (lol) then the work could be like 

$200,000 or something and i dont think im ready to sell my work at that price yet’’ (sic), citing that 

she simply believed at this point that the price point of the work would be too high to sell if a video 

were to reach huge numbers of views. Cortright’s aim is to guarantee her work falls below a certain 

price point, as a way of controlling the narrative arc of her own career as a producer of cultural 

capital, imposing a script as described by Velthuis. However, it is also worth considering as a gesture 

defining the value of the views accumulated, in that Cortright sees the video becoming viral, and 

therefore third party distributors re-sharing through various social media platforms and clickbait 

news networks, adds less additional value to the work than her immediate and direct audience 

engagement via the original location of the work online. Cortright simultaneously embraces the poor 

image, happy for her work to be disseminated online via hosting sites such as YouTube and its value 

 
7 Petra Cortright – interviewed for Rhizome artist profile (Glover, Ian 2018) 
http://rhizome.org/editorial/2011/sep/07/artist-profile-petra-cortright/ 

http://rhizome.org/editorial/2011/sep/07/artist-profile-petra-cortright/
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determined by audience engagement, however, positioning herself against viral marketing and 

memeification, defining by her pricing structure that virality adds no further value to an artwork past 

a point, perhaps the concern being that if a clip from a video were to go viral it would likely lose the 

context of the original piece, therefore Cortright positions herself as placing value on the location of 

her artworks, and as such the implication that her pieces if viewed on their original domain are being 

engaged with and appreciated, whereas recontextualised and shared they lose an element of 

symbolic value and therefore virality adds less to ecumenic value in her system. Within this system 

therefore the views gained past a certain point are worth less, as these are assumed to be 

accumulated post viral status, and therefore represent an incomplete appreciation or engagement 

with the work, and interesting way of counteracting the attention economy. The implication is that 

the views attributed to an audience outside of the art world contribute less symbolic value and 

therefore less market value. 
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The Online Museum and Gallery 
 

 

In the post internet conditions of production, the point at which work is placed into the gallery space 

is no longer the initial point of interaction with the public. The role of the gallery is increasingly 

becoming the point at which a post internet producer is reimbursed for work which has already been 

realised, and often disseminated via the internet. Social media platforms instead take on the role of 

the first point of interaction between a new artwork and the viewer for many post internet 

producers. However, social media offers limited capability for an artist to represent themselves on 

their own terms as content is displayed in a homogenous, predetermined set of structures and 

frames. Therefore an artist’s own website is a more complete reflection on how they wish to present 

themselves and their practice – this relationship of a version of the practice which is easily broken 

down and presented within the pre-set framing devices of popular social media as opposed to the 

artist’s own domain within which they are able to exert complete creative control can be observed 

to have parallels with the gallery or auction house as an economic institution and the gallery space in 

the utopian sense of a neutral space within which art is embodied. The strict aesthetic logic and 

comparative nature of social media platforms such as Instagram and Facebook have similar aesthetic 

properties to how the gallery space functions within an open call or exhibition featuring a number of 

artists curated externally; the artwork is produced by the artist, but the means of displaying the 

work is predetermined by the external force of either the design of the platform in question or the 

curator of the exhibition and the architecture of the gallery space in question. In this readjusted 

system within which the point of interaction with an artwork is often before the artwork takes on a 

physical embodiment within the gallery space. 

When examining the online space in its function as a gallery, it is also important to consider the 

distinction between the museum and gallery, and how this translates to the online space. Once a 

work is disseminated or documented online, it can be considered to have become a poor image that 

can eventually find its way into online gallery spaces as well as curatorial projects which aim to 

record online art work by making archival copies of the work documenting its evolution over time. 

Once disseminated online a work can be considered to have entered the museum as it is 

permanently recorded in digital media. Boris Groys explores the implications of the net as a museum 

in his 2013 essay Entering the Flow: Museum between Archive and Gesamtkunstwerk; 

‘’Indeed, the internet has transformed the museum in the same way that photography and 

cinema transformed painting and sculpture. Photography made the mimetic function of the 

traditional arts obsolete, and thus pushed these arts in a different—actually opposite—

direction. Instead of reproducing and representing images of nature, art came to dissolve, 

deconstruct, and transform these images. The attention thus shifted from the image itself to 

the analysis of image production and presentation. Similarly, the internet made the 

museum’s function of representing art history obsolete. Of course, in the case of the 

internet, spectators lose direct access to the original artworks—and thus the aura of 

authenticity gets lost. And so museum visitors are invited to undertake a pilgrimage to art 

museums in search of the Holy Grail of originality and authenticity. 

At this point, however, one has to be reminded that according to Walter Benjamin, who 

originally introduced the notion of aura, artworks lost their aura precisely through their 

museumification. The museum already removes art objects from their original sites 
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of inscription in the historical here and now. Thus for Benjamin, artworks that are exhibited 

in museums are already copies of themselves—devoid of their original aura of authenticity’’8 

Groys references Benjamin in his analysis of the changing role of the museum in post internet 

society. The idea that the authenticity of the original copy is lost once it moves from the gallery 

space into the museum and becomes an archival object, that the work has to be in the context of the 

gallery in order maintain authenticity, becomes more complex in the context of post internet 

practice. Similarly to how the artist loses control over an art object once it is sold via the gallery, 

content dispersed online must acknowledge that once content is uploaded it accepts its status as a 

poor image, and therefore the conditions of its existence which are intrinsically defined by its ability 

to be shared and manipulated second hand. The question surrounding the authenticity of a work in 

relation to where the viewer experiences the work becomes more complex when considering 

artworks disseminated online, as this brings into question where the line between the gallery space 

and museum lies in the online art world. Traditionally, the interest of the gallery is in the new and is 

profit driven, whereas the museum is concerned with cataloguing ad archiving historical works to 

present a canon for educational purposes. 

 

It is also interesting to consider what this existence of artworks in different physical and digital 

iterations and mutations means for the documentation of the post internet art world. It is 

interesting to consider whether those works which will in time become canonical will be 

documented in publications in the iteration which they originally surfaced or the first manifestation 

in a gallery space. The online space can function as both museum and gallery, a concept explored in 

Rhizome’s Net Art Anthology. Described as an online exhibition, the Net Art states its curatorial aim 

in bold text before the first image appears a manifesto;  

 
8 Groys, Boris. 2013. Entering the Flow: Museum between Archive and Gesamtkunstwerk 
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‘’Devised in concert with Rhizome's acclaimed digital preservation department, Net Art 

Anthology also aims to address the shortage of historical perspectives on a field in which 

even the most prominent artworks are often inaccessible. The series takes on the complex 

task of identifying, preserving, and presenting exemplary works in a field characterized by 

broad participation, diverse practices, promiscuous collaboration, and rapidly shifting formal 

and aesthetic standards, sketching a possible net art canon.’’ 9 

 
9 https://anthology.rhizome.org/ 

Figure 3 Figure 4, https://anthology.rhizome.org/error message when printed as a pdf through browser 

 

https://anthology.rhizome.org/
https://anthology.rhizome.org/
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This anthology deals exclusively with net art, in iterations in which work exists online and outside the 

gallery space. By documenting and collecting these works together, Rhizome attempts to write a 

history of net art whilst simultaneously preserving and presenting what they consider to be pieces 

important to the canon of net art. Some of the works featured were also created specifically for the 

project, whilst many historical works dating back to the inception of online art are also included. This 

online exhibition therefore begins to blur the lines between art criticism, the online gallery space, 

and the role of curator and the preservation of art works. This is therefore one of the closest online 

mirrors of a public gallery, as there is an interest in education and preservation more than economic 

gain. The net art anthology also takes advantage of its online format, with features such as an error 

code which displays the page shown in (fig.3) when the page is printed as PDF through a browser.   

The anthology hosts links to artworks featured which are still live in their own domains, whilst also 

including an archived version of artworks which change over time, providing the viewer with 

multiple editions of an artwork, in some cases the aesthetic qualities of the work may have 

completely changed, some works are also displayed via remote browser in order to be shown in the 

correct version of the browser they were designed for. These curatorial details show an awareness 

of the site specificity of the works discussed, as they allow each work to be experienced in its original 

online edition as well as the current point of development the artwork has reached. This two-format 

display is also interesting as it utilises the location of the gallery space and the unique situation of 

the document recording canonical artworks to act as a hub with links to the artworks themselves 

rather than using a static image recording the work. Including an archived version of work brings 

another set of questions around ownership of artwork made as a poor image, as the archived 

version of the work now exists independently of the live work – as soon as a net art piece is archived 

this action creates an edition of the piece as it existed at the time of archiving. As an archived 

version of a website can behave interactively in exactly the same way as the site itself would have at 

that time, these editions are effectively multiple versions of the artwork which exist independently 

of each other and catalogue how the work has changed over time, simultaneously functioning as a 

recording of the work and alternative. Interestingly, the canon of net art presented by the Net Art 

Anthology spans both net art in the media and site-specific sense as well as examples of post 

internet practice which take place in the online space.  

As well as being considered a virtual space in which art can exist, online gallery spaces can also 

function as a representation of the physical gallery space. Robert Smithson was a prolific writer and 

artist whose practice was based around land art, utilising natural landscapes to create large site 

specific pieces, working in the 60s. Smithson was interested in the idea of a non – site, with the 

importance of site specificity being an important dialogue taking place within the art world at the 

time, Smithson provisional theory of the non-site was written to accompany some of his works being 

displayed in an indoor gallery space, a location seemingly at odds with his works site specific nature, 

Smithson argues that a site can imply another; 

‘’By drawing a diagram, a ground plan of a house, a street plan to the location of a site, or a 

topographic map, one draws a "logical two dimensional picture." A "logical picture" differs 

from a natural or realistic picture in that it rarely looks like the thing it stands for. It is a 

two dimensional analogy or metaphor - A is Z. 

 

The Non-Site (an indoor earthwork)* is a three dimensional logical picture that is abstract, 

yet it represents an actual site in N.J. (The Pine Barrens Plains). It is by this dimensional 

metaphor that one site can represent another site which does not resemble it - this The 

Non-Site. To understand this language of sites is to appreciate the metaphor between the 

syntactical construct and the complex of ideas, letting the former function as a three 
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dimensional picture which doesn't look like a picture. "Expressive art" avoids the problem of 

logic; therefore it is not truly abstract. A logical intuition can develop in an entirely "new 

sense of metaphor" free of natural of realistic expressive content. Between the actual site in 

the Pine Barrens and The Non-Site itself exists a space of metaphoric significance. It could be 

that "travel" in this space is a vast metaphor. Everything between the two sites could 

become physical metaphorical material devoid of natural meanings and realistic 

assumptions. Let us say that one goes on a fictitious trip if one decides to go to the site of 

the Non-Site. The "trip" becomes invented, devised, artificial; therefore, one might call it a 

non-trip to a site from a Non-site. Once one arrives at the "airfield", one discovers that it is 

man-made in the shape of a hexagon, and that I mapped this site in terms of aesthetic 

boundaries rather than political or economic boundaries (31 sub-division-see map). 

 

This little theory is tentative and could be abandoned at any time. Theories like things are 

also abandoned. That theories are eternal is doubtful. Vanished theories compose the strata 

of many forgotten book’’10 

Written pre-internet, Smithson’s theory can be applied to the online gallery  space – most art 

hosting sites function as non - sites, which reference the aesthetic qualities of real world gallery 

spaces, with the intention of being an online embodiment of a physical gallery space, rather than a 

site in its own right, even social media platforms such as Instagram can be said to function as a non – 

site for the gallery, as their aesthetic standard and curation of content are informed by real world 

gallery spaces. Work is produced for the physical gallery then documented online, often alongside 

links to work by the same artist for sale, rather than the Net Art Anthology understanding of the 

online gallery space, which is concerned with creating a domain which functions as its own 

independent gallery space, dealing in works which exist on the net – although this too could be 

considered a non-site, as , with the exception of those works commissioned specifically for the 

anthology, the work featured was uploaded to specific domains located elsewhere, and therefore 

the presentation of these works from disparate sectors of the internet, created at different times 

and therefore older works featured being made using now outdated technologies and uploaded to 

an aesthetically and functionally different version of the internet is no different than photographing 

Smithson’s land works to be displayed in a gallery. By presenting the work as a series of screenshots 

with a text-based explanation of the work, the site specificity of the work in question is lost, if site 

specificity is a term which can be applied to net art. There is also the interactive element of net art 

to consider, similarly to how the experiential qualities of a large scale work such as Smithson’s land 

works are lost in the presentation of a recording of the work in a 2D format within the confines of 

the gallery, similarly the interactivity of net art projects which respond to the viewers input cannot 

be captured by a series of static images. The challenge of Post Internet Art becomes its central 

theme, capturing the ephemeral poor image qualities of work dispersed online in material 

representation. This material representation is also a demonstration of the existence of the work 

within a system of capital, with the art objects placed in the gallery being the mutation of the 

artwork into commodity. 

The manifestation of a ‘white cube’ in the online world has led to an increased scrutiny of the 

politics of the physical gallery space. Since it is possible to disseminate work online if the artist’s 

primary intention is to share work with their audience directly, with control over where work is 

 
10 Smithson, Robert 1996 (1968). Unpublished Writings in Robert Smithson: The Collected Writings, edited by 
Jack Flam. University of California Press  
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uploaded and in what format, however with the condition that work disseminated online is created 

as a poor image, to shared, redistributed and re-contextualised outside of the artist’s control, a 

factor which for some artists makes the more complete control of the realisation of work within a 

physical gallery space more appealing, whereas for some, the very lack of fixity is integral to the 

elements of their practice which they choose to disseminate online. Art which is made in and 

disseminated via digital media created online then must be transformed into a physical commodity 

state in order to enter the gallery space and the market. Although the symbolic value of the work its 

has accumulated in its existence online is now converted to market value attributed to the art 

objects realised in the gallery, this does not make these objects any more significant according to 

Vierkant; 

‘’In the Post-Internet climate, it is assumed that the work of art lies equally in the version of 

the object one would encounter at a gallery or museum, the images and other representations 

disseminated through the Internet and print publications, bootleg images of the object or its 

representations, and variations on any of these as edited and recontextualized by any other 

author.’’11 

Vierkant proposes that if the work of art is distributed across varying digital and physical media, 

some reproduced with the artist’s control, some by third parties, and the work of art is the collective 

of all these versions and reproductions. What is of interest the, is how artists choose to navigate the 

Post Internet art world, in which infinite images of any work are instantly shared, how does the artist 

exercise their control over the format of their art in the gallery space and in the market. Though the 

iteration of an artwork which makes it to auction may not hold any symbolic value over copies of the 

work which exist elsewhere in other formats, it does hold the market value of the work in a physical 

format. It is therefore of interest which iteration of the work which they create an artist deems 

worthy to be the ‘product’ of the work, the commodity which holds the symbolic value of their art as 

market value. In light of Graw’s observations that symbolic and market value have become 

increasingly interdependent and interchangeable, then the attachment of the entire market value of 

a work to those mutations which enter the physical gallery would imply that the more 

commodifiable a format an artwork is realised as, the greater the symbolic value assigned to that 

version of the work, simultaneously detracting from the already existing realisation of the work as 

net art in the online space, as its appearance in the physical gallery becomes a validation of the work 

which  allows it to then enter a commodity state and convert symbolic into market value. 

In a 2008 Gene Mchugh Rhizome editorial interview with Kevin Bewersdorf, Bewersdorf discusses 

his idea of ‘Persona Empires’12 – a term which he uses to describe how post internet artists want to 

create work in as many different media and formats as possible, therefore building a persona 

empire, a sort of personal brand, at this time describing the act of self-branding as absurd, 

highlighting the futility of branding a small sector of content on the endless expanse of the internet. 

This idea is expanded on further by Mchugh on his post internet blog, a project run by Mchugh in 

collaboration with Rhizome from 2009-2010 in which Mchugh critically introduces and critically 

analyses proponents of post internet practice in regular blog style posts. Both the the style of writing 

and regularity of posting with variations in style and content while centring around post internet 

practice in a multitude of iterations draws from internet aesthetics in its structure, acting as a 

manifesto for a new style of online critical practice. The project has had significant impact, and has 

 
11. Vierkant, Artie. 2018. The Image Object Post - Internet 
http://jstchillin.org/artie/pdf/The_Image_Object_Post-Internet_us.pdf 
12 Mchugh, Gene. 2008. Interview with Kevin Bewersdorf  
http://rhizome.org/editorial/2008/sep/03/interview-with-kevin-bewersdorf/ 

http://jstchillin.org/artie/pdf/The_Image_Object_Post-Internet_us.pdf
http://rhizome.org/editorial/2008/sep/03/interview-with-kevin-bewersdorf/
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been credited by some as the driving force behind the critical discourse around post internet art. In 

this post Mchugh quotes Bewersdorf and draws a parallel between artistic practice and social media 

engagement;  

‘’Kevin Bewersdorf has said that art now is based, not on art objects or individual projects, 

but rather on “persona empires,” which are the brands that artists develop over time. 

He writes: 

’Whether a net artist brands themself with a sparse list of links on a humble white 

field or with loud layers of noise and color or with contrived logos in a bland grid, 

they are constructing their own web persona for all to see. They are branding their 

self corporation. I think this self branding can be done with functionless art 

intentions rather than functioning business intentions. All the marketing materials 

are just shouted into the roaring whirlpool of the web where they swirl around in 

the great database with everyone else’s personal information empires. I think these 

persona empires are the great artworks of our time, and they inspire me to keep 

building my own brand.’ 

***************** 

Bewersdorf is an important post Internet artist because he realized very clearly that the 

quality of art on the Internet is not measured in individual posts but in the artist’s 

performance through time.  On Facebook, a user is judged, not by one status update, but 

rather by their style and pace of updating.  The same is true for Internet artists.’’13 

This idea of an artist being judged by performance through time is vital to post internet practice, as 

well as to the commodification of post internet art. The emphasis being on the artist’s signature is 

good for the market, as it guarantees value on any output by an established artist, regardless of the 

media or production methods used. Bewersdorf commonly uses his signature prominently in his 

works, as a way of identifying to his audience his recognition of his own status as a producer of 

cultural capital in the form of art objects, the most important aspect of these works from an 

economic standpoint being the artist’s signature, which carries the entire market value of an artist’s 

overall practice. As long as a work carries the artist’s signature, it is also attributed value based on 

the established brand of the artist in question, regardless of the aesthetic or physical qualities of the 

work. This model is good for business in the art world, as it means for galleries hosting artists whose 

practice may vary greatly from exhibition to exhibition, a certain baseline economic value is 

guaranteed, often determined more precisely from piece to piece subsequently based on its 

material qualities or the works perceived importance to the artist’s practice, or as how central a part 

of an artist’s overall brand a particular style or series of works is. For example, Seth Price’s vacuum 

form sculptures are impressive in terms of material aspect, as well as being seen as a central series 

to Price’s artist persona, works which reflect his artistic position as established by numerous 

exhibitions spanning a multitude of media and materials, and therefore command some of his 

highest auction prices. 

  

 
13 McHugh, Gene. 2011. Post Internet. Brescia [Italy]: LINK Editions. 
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The Poor Image Made Material 

Figure 5 Vierkant, Artie.  2011-2014. Image Objects Archive, Prints on Aluminium Composite Panel, Altered Documentation 
Images 
Hito Steyerl has been a leading voice in the discussion around translation through media, net art and 

the dissemination of artworks online for the past two decades. In her essay, ‘in defence of the poor 

image’ Steyerl dissects the politics of what the describes as ‘poor images’, images which are 

disseminated via the internet and consequently endlessly redistributed, reformatted and distorted, 

and the implications of artwork made as poor image as opposed to poor image recordings of existing 

artworks. 

‘’The poor image thus constructs anonymous global networks just as it creates a shared 

history. It builds alliances as it travels, provokes translation or mistranslation, and creates 

new publics and debates. By losing its visual substance it recovers some of its political punch 

and creates a new aura around it. This aura is no longer based on the permanence of the 
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“original,” but on the transience of the copy. It is no longer anchored within a classical public 

sphere mediated and supported by the frame of the nation state or corporation, but floats 

on the surface of temporary and dubious data pools. By drifting away from the vaults of 

cinema, it is propelled onto new and ephemeral screens stitched together by the desires of 

dispersed spectators.’’14 

In her defence of poor images, Hito Steyerl describes the transformation in the aura, or the new aura 

acquired by visual media once it becomes a poor, image, widely distributed and consumed. My 

interest is in the reverse process, when art which has been designed as a poor image and already 

achieved dispersion and consumption is then sought to be elevated by a commitment to a 

permanent art object within the physical gallery space. Should this be considered a transformation 

or merely a manifestation of an already fully realised work in a more permanent state in order to 

function as capital. The answer to this can vary from artist to artist, depending on their personal 

understanding of their works relationship to the gallery space, as well how they approach the sale of 

work in their practice. The gallery system itself, and the art establishment as a whole has had to 

embrace the poor image in the age of social media, Instagram in particular has provided a direct line 

of free advertising to young audiences and has certainly exerted an influence on the art world since 

gaining popularity from its launch in 2010 to reaching over 1 billion users in June 201815. Steyerl’s 

idea that ‘This aura is no longer based on the permanence of the “original,” but on the transience of 

the copy’ identifies the transient nature of net art works as being an integral part of their aura as an 

art object, therefore artists whose presentation of their work within the physical gallery centres on 

the realisation of an artwork in various media such as that of Seth Price can be said to attempt to 

capture this transience of the work as it exists in the online space by demonstrating the artworks 

ability to exist as multiple mutations in with varying physical qualities. However, it is debatable 

whether this captures the most interesting aspects of the artworks transience through the online 

space, as the method of dispersion via social media, hosting sites or by upload to the artist’s web 

domain creates networks between viewers of the work, which then develop as work is further 

shared.  

Translation through media is a common theme in post internet art, and it is not uncommon to see 

multiple different translations of a piece through different physical media displayed in the gallery 

space or brought to the market, such as in Seth Price’s series The Social Synthetic, in which Price 

presents series of similar artefacts with slight edits made to each edition. Addressing the idea of 

the essence of an artwork being distributed evenly in its different mutations through physical media, 

and the potential for digital production techniques to infinitely reproduce variations on an original 

copy, both second-hand once an image has been dispersed online, or in the saving of multiple 

versions throughout the creative process. In this case, the version of the artwork which occupies the 

physical gallery space could be said not to be seen as an ‘original copy’ or an 

absolute embodiment of the artwork, but the mutation of an artwork which the artist felt best 

embodied how the concepts manifest in a physical space and as a commodity.  

Jennifer Chan is a net artist and writer whose practice is focused on the construction of gender and 

race in online spaces. In her essay from Browser to Gallery (and Back): The Commodification of Net 

Art 1990-2011, Jennifer Chan discusses the different ways in which internet art has physically 

manifested in the gallery space in order to be commodified, as well as alternative models for the 

commodification of post internet practice, 

 
14 Steyerl, Hito. 2012 (2009), In Defence of the Poor Image, e-flux journal: The Wretched of the Screen. 
Sternberg Press 
15 https://www.statista.com/statistics/253577/number-of-monthly-active-instagram-users/ 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/253577/number-of-monthly-active-instagram-users/
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‘’Since its induction into museums and galleries, members of online art communities have 

been divided on how digital art should be exhibited or sold. While some artists maintained 

that digital work could only be exhibited in online, screen-based contexts, others were 

enthusiastic about merging its aesthetics and approaches with mainstream contemporary 

art. Darren Tofts believed that digital art could only be computer based in presentation; 

there could be no website displayed without the representational subtext of the computer. 

According to him, digital art’s interactive and ephemeral nature that often placed its content 

at odds with exhibition conventions. Contradictorily, he anticipated “unencumbered 

movement through a compellingly realistic environment” would be most appropriate for 

compelling gallery visitors. This immersive, walkthrough-exhibition is usually realized by 

integration of installation or responsive media within larger institutions that are technically 

and financially equipped to accommodate such installations. In Ryan Trecartin’s solo 

exhibition, “Any Ever” (2010-2011), the online video auteur projected his videos in a maze of 

darkened rooms. Each contained installations of picnic tables, leather sofas, airline seats, 

and beds placed in front of the projection to entice gallery-goers to spend a longer time 

viewing his rapidly edited videos’’16 

In these kind of installation manifestations of digital art, we see the idea of art which is immersive in 

its own online domain mutate its internet environment into a physical space. In Trecartins 

installation, he uses furniture which creates a comfortable environment to encourage the viewer to 

spend time watching his videos pieces, which themselves display a parody future of hyper 

accelerated culture and keep a constant hold on the viewers’ attention using rapid delivery of 

sensory information in the sound, visual and directorial aesthetic. His pieces can  have the feel of 

pop up ads, of celebrity reality tv, and again reference the current market for attention of the viewer 

constantly taking place on our screens, Trecartin’s work is informed by the new media economic 

landscape, drawing tis high intensity jump cut aesthetic from meme content and clickbait journalism 

and accelerating the surface level attention grabbing nature of online content to a cynical but not 

altogether unimaginable dystopian future. Trecartin questions the implication for art of an economy 

based entirely on immediate engagement, presenting a semi satirical evolution of our attention-

based economy. His approach of simulating the comfort associated with an online viewing 

environment, one which the viewer has control over and can be exited and re-entered at any time. 

Trecartin makes the gallery space into a non-site representing the online space, simulating the 

experience of browsing in a physical manifestation by creating environments which the viewer 

travels through in order to settle on chunks of rapidly delivered content before moving on.  

Chan also cites Darren Tofts belief that digital Art can only be computer based in representation, 

similarly to Steyerl’s observation that the essence of a poor image net artwork is inherent to its 

transient nature, Tofts belief in the necessity of the presence of a computer is because it is a physical 

representation in the gallery space of the transient potential inherent to the net art being displayed. 

The computer as a physical object is representative of interconnectivity and sharing of information, 

as well as being under the viewers control at the point of interaction, its presence identifies the work 

as a non-site for the online space. Displaying work on a computer also eschews the approach of 

realising the value of a work which has migrated from the online space into the physical in favour of 

maintaining the location of the work online, outside of the physical gallery, as a computer accessing 

an online domain acts only as a portal to that domain, the work can therefore be observed through 

 
16 Chan, J. 2018. From Browser to Gallery (and Back): The Commodification of Net Art 1990-2010 
https://www.academia.edu/2541835/From_Browser_to_Gallery_and_Back_The_Commodification_of_Net_Ar
t_1990-2010 

https://www.academia.edu/2541835/From_Browser_to_Gallery_and_Back_The_Commodification_of_Net_Art_1990-2010
https://www.academia.edu/2541835/From_Browser_to_Gallery_and_Back_The_Commodification_of_Net_Art_1990-2010
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the gallery, but not said to be located in it. This display strategy can also be seen as a refusal for the 

artwork to be confined to a material state in order to conform to the structures of material capital. 

The dichotomy of approach between Trecartin’s realistic environments and Tofts preference for the 

material presence of a computer highlights a key difference in early net art and post internet 

practice, in that the former attempts to direct the audience online while the latter attempts to 

create an alternative way of experiencing the work thereby distributing the concept through the 

gallery in an equivalent manner to dispersion online.  

 

Figure 6.  Trecartin, Ryan. 2014.  Any Ever, Video and Installation, Exhibited at MoMA, New York, America  

This idea of the gallery as part of a network spanning virtual and real environments which the 

artwork mutates, taking on different material and digital formats at each stage of its existence, is 

one explored by Artie Vierkant in his series of works and online essay Image Objects (fig.2). Vierkant 

also addresses the issue of manifesting the transient nature of online works in the physical gallery 

space. In his own work, Vierkant utilises materials to create works which confuse the eye of the 

viewer, manifesting a visual language of digital art in physical objects, further distorted through 

further physical and digital recordings and manipulations. His works are curated poor images, with 

each further recording of the work becoming a new work in its own right. The focus is on making 

each point of recording the work, an unavoidable point in the lifetime of an artwork produced under 

Post Internet conditions, as a point at which the work mutates into a new iteration, rather than a 

simple recording of its former existence in another format. In his 2018 online essay The Image 

Object, he discusses other methods deployed to represent the ephemeral nature of art created and 

disseminated under the post internet conditions of production in a physical embodiment of the work 

in the gallery; 

‘’The former, an art object’s lack of fixity in representational strategy, is less often explored. 

This is not to say that artists are not involved in exploring the relationship of many copies and 

variations of a single object to one another. Artists like Oliver Laric and Seth Price routinely 
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present multiple variations of the same object—Laric’s Versions exists as “a series of sculptures, 

airbrushed images of missiles, a talk, a PDF, a song, a novel, a recipe, a play, a dance routine, a 

feature film and merchandise,”5 Price’s Dispersion “[taking] the form of a widely reproduced 

essay, an artists’ book, a freely available online PDF, as well as [a] sculpture.”6 These works are 

emblematic as PostInternet gestures and have surely been influential in different ways, but step 

only lightly away from the tautological rationale of Conceptual art (typified in Joseph Kosuth’s 

1965 One and Three Chairs, an arrangement of three versions of the same object, each signifying 

“chair,” and language surrounding the piece to assert that nothing is being missed and the art is 

in the idea—Kosuth’s “Art as Idea as Idea”).’’17 

Vierkant here critiques post internet practice as not fully exploring the possibilities of art without 

fixity, and instead conforming to already established ideas to do with translation through media in 

art which have been explored pre internet I the 70s canon of conceptual art. Vierkant is arguing that 

the production of the same artwork as many different objects is only an arbitrary exploration of the 

newly established post internet condition informed by art historical dialogue. He argues that 

although these outcomes are successful to an extent, this means of representation does not capture 

the poor image potential of online artworks favouring in his own work objects designed to disrupt 

the visual space in the gallery and invite photographic recording to create copies of the work. 

The idea of utilising the gallery to further disseminate the idea of an artwork is explored by Cory 

Arcangel, an artist whose practice often moves between the online and gallery space. In 2010 he 

began a series of works titled Photoshop Gradient Demonstrations (fig.6), consisting of large laser 

printed canvases of abstract images created in photoshop. The works are titles according to the 

exact process of production, effectively providing the viewer a set of instructions which allow the 

viewer to reproduce the work for themselves. This recalls works in the conceptual canon which 

explore the idea of authorship such as Sol Lewitt’s instructions, sent to the gallery for the act of 

creating the art object to be completed by a third party. The inclusion of instructions to reproduce 

the image presented exactly identify this work as a poor image, it exists on the terms that it is 

reproducible. The only difference between a copy of the work produced using the instructions 

included in its title and the original would be the material quality (the image being printed onto 

canvas) and the authorship of the piece being attributed to the artist. Arcangel commits his practice 

to a material commodity format whilst simultaneously making the work easily reproducible, 

highlighting the signature of the artist being the factor which elevates his original copy of the work, 

and the factor on which the market value of the piece is attributed to the printed versions presented 

in the gallery. Whereas art historical examples of instruction-based artworks produce a different 

outcome each time, as the conditions of the performance of those instructions determine the 

outcome, such as Lewitt’s instruction drawings, Arcangel’s work can truly be reproduced exactly as 

an image, if the instructions are followed correctly the image making software will produce the same 

result every time the process is completed. The image produced is not dependant on the Arcangel’s 

pieces typify the conformist approach of post internet practice to interaction with the gallery, which 

appeases the art market and gallery system by providing a near homogenous realisations of the 

work as commodity, while maintaining the location of the artwork as being located outside the 

gallery space. 

 
17 Vierkant, Artie. 2018. The Image Object Post – Internet 
http://jstchillin.org/artie/pdf/The_Image_Object_Post-Internet_us.pdf. 

http://jstchillin.org/artie/pdf/The_Image_Object_Post-Internet_us.pdf
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Figure 7 Arcangel, Cory, 2010. Photoshop CS: 110 by 72 inches, 300 DPI, RGB, square pixels, default gradient "Spectrum", 
mousedown y=16700 x=4350, mouseup y=27450 x=6350, exhibited Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac, Paris, France 
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The challenge of capturing the transience of the digital image in a physical space is one central to 

post internet practice. Domenico Quaranta, a practicing critic and artist, surmises the effort to 

capture the ephemeral nature of the poor image in practice in his 2015 essay Situating Post Internet 

Art; 

‘’In 2013, artist Joshua Citarella curated what looks like a good post internet reenactment of 

Ono's event score. Compression Artifacts was a set emulating all the features of the white cube 

(white walls, gray floor, neon lighting), built in an undisclosed location in a forest, and performed 

in front of a live feed, broadcast during daylight hours. Once it was completed, works by Wyatt 

Niehaus, Kate Steciw, Brad Troemel, Artie Vierkant and Joshua Citarella were set up in the space. 

Following the exhibition the structure was demolished. All artworks and building materials were 

incinerated and regathered as ash. And all the process was, of course, documented in pictures. 

Compression Artifacts is probably the most direct manifestation of the post internet as a 

subversive affirmation. The sacrality of the physical artifact and the white cube are first 

sanctioned, only to be demystified: the artworks are burnt, the white cube is built in a forest 

(and then burnt). The process was only visible on the internet, first as streaming video, then as 

documentation. The documentation itself is not the artwork, not the end point: it's just a way to 

keep the ball rolling. Post internet art – at least, that post internet art that puts emphasis on the 

importance of mediation and distribution – exists in the white cube as the artworks displayed in 

Compression Artifacts, as the temporary materialization of an idea (that may eventually be 

destroyed, or sold to a collector). What's important is not the piece in there, but the idea out 

there. This idea does not manifest itself as a single object, but is most effectively exemplified by 

the digital image. It is free, it travels, it gathers metadata along the way, it can be appropriated, 

used, abused, perused, and further developed. It can show up in different contexts. It's 

ephemeral, but it can survive.’’18 

Quaranta states that the philosophy of the post-modern art object is best exemplified by the digital 

image – or poor image to use Steyerl’s terminology, as ‘’it can be appropriated, used, abused, 

perused, and further developed. It can show up in different contexts. It's ephemeral, but it can 

survive.’’. What is emphasised here is the unimportance of the temporary material forms assumed 

by the work, as well as the fate of these art objects – they ‘’may eventually be destroyed, or sold to a 

collector.’, highlighting that within the internal logic of post internet practice, the attribution of 

market value to an object created can be equated to its destruction, once the object has served its 

purpose as a vehicle for the artwork at a specific time and location, it becomes redundant, serving 

only as a recording of the mutation of the work at that moment in time, rather than functioning as 

an independent piece. If the focus of post internet practice is observed to be the state of ephemeral 

impermanence, and the work is able to translate through both physical and digital media, 

maintaining the aura of the artwork within the latest iteration, then the capital value attributed to 

the artefacts presented in the gallery can be seen to be an investment in the continuation of the 

artwork, artefacts which record the point in time of the artworks interaction with a particular gallery 

space. The expression is not one of rebellion against the gallery, but to equate the sale of the work 

as commodity as simply an alternative system of dispersion for the work to online recording.  

Some post internet practice focuses on the inverse process, where an original object is converted to 

poor image. Material speculation Isis is a 2015 project by Morehshin Allahyari the work consists of 

 
18 Quaranta, Domenico. 2015. Situating Post Internet Art 
http://domenicoquaranta.com/public/TEXTS/2015_Situating_Post_Internet.pdf 

http://domenicoquaranta.com/public/TEXTS/2015_Situating_Post_Internet.pdf
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digital recordings of 12 historical artefacts destroyed by Isis in the Syrian conflict. The artist has 

digitally rendered each artefact using image data collated from various sources, with the artist acting 

as researcher and curator tracking down as many pictures of the objects taken from different angles 

as possible in order to produce an accurate 3D model. The twelve artefacts were 3D printed and 

displayed in 2016 at the Trinity Square Video Toronto. Each artefact was printed with a memory card 

sealed inside containing both the digital model of the artefact and the correspondences with 

museums undertaken by the artist in order to create those models. This work explores the potential 

of digital media and post internet practice to utilise the lack of material fixity intrinsic to its format in 

order to reconstitute material works which have been destroyed in their original format. The artist 

acts as curator, an agent for the preservation of cultural artefacts. The artefacts presented in the 

gallery of course lose the material qualities of the original copy and exist as recordings of the original 

artefacts lacking the authenticity of those originals. However, in their means of production, as well 

as the artist’s gesture of including all the information needed to reproduce the artefacts again 

exactly, as well as further data which legitimises the authenticity of the process of creating these 

reproductions, the copies take on a new poor image quality. Whilst the work acts as a document 

recording the original artefacts and therefore acts only as an image of the original and their 

respective histories, the process of the reproduction of these artefacts and the artist’s ability to 

recreate their exact material form imbues the work with a new history. The original copy, thought to 

be lost can now be reproduced infinitely, a symbolic victory over the destruction of the original copy 

as an attempt to destroy cultural history. 

The work is an exploration of the potential for digital recording and production technologies to 

translate an artefact through media through second hand recordings of the object, effectively 

reconstituting the artefact with a new material history, demonstrating how the recording of an 

object can allow it to transcend its material constraints and be reconstituted later by a reassembling 

of this data. Originally the intention of the artist was to make all the digital models created freely 

available online, completing their conversion of the artefact to poor image, and realising the works 

intention to make the original infinitely reproducible. However, only one of the digital models was 

disseminated online, as part of an online exhibition hosted by Rhizome in an online exhibition titled 

The Distributed Moment19. Allahyari made the decision not to share the remaining files, as the 

distribution of this work online would mean the work would be most widely distributed among 

western audiences and institutions. Allahyari shows an awareness that once work is disseminated 

online the artist has little control over its subsequent circulation as poor image, and therefore 

dismisses the original plan to disseminate the models online in the fear that this method of 

dissemination locates the artwork in western discourse, creating a system which echoes curation 

under colonialism in which the western art world becomes preserver of the cultural artefact. Here it 

can be observed that although the act of disseminating a work online is often framed as the work 

entering the void of the internet, to be endlessly reproduced and distributed, the actuality is that the 

work is much more likely to circulate among individuals and institutions already involved int the 

western art world and the discourse surrounding post internet production. It could therefore be said 

that those works perceived to be disseminated directly to the audience are often still mediated 

through the traditional structures of the art world in their online domains. This therefore shows a 

return to the idea of a knowledge-based market as outlined by Graw, so that although the work is 

free for the public to discover, the process of locating the work online requires a level of knowledge. 

This highlights the online space as gallery or museum presenting similar issues in the realisation of 

 
19 Soulellis, Paul. 2016. The Documented Moment.  
http://rhizome.org/editorial/2016/feb/16/morehshin-allahyari/ 

http://rhizome.org/editorial/2016/feb/16/morehshin-allahyari/
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the ideals of accessibility and education as the physical institution of the museum, in that although it 

may be technically accessible to all, the requirement of contextual knowledge as well as having the 

free time and geographical proximity to the institution to access it means there will always be 

greater engagement from the mid to upper social classes. Allahyari therefore concluded the work 

should be directly placed into museums in the middle east rather than distributed online, as the 

cultural context and location of the piece is important in realising its purpose as a tool for education 

and the preservation of cultural heritage. 

The mutation of an online work in the gallery space can therefore be evaluated as the artist’s 

decision on how the work should exist as commodity. The physical embodiment of an online artwork 

in the gallery space often attempts to record the transient nature of the online work, utilising 

different methods of presentation depending on the artist. It can therefore be analysed in terms of 

which aspects of the transient nature of online practice the artist finds most compelling and integral 

to their practice. Whether an exhibition consists of a series of objects which are each a mutation of 

the work, highlighting the lack of object fixity of online practice, or a recording of real world actions 

brought about by the dissemination of online content, or exploring the transformation of a work 

through its journey as poor image data, all of these works express the aspects of the artworks 

existence in the online space deemed most important to the work in question. Critics of online 

works which have migrated to the physical gallery space which identify aspects of the ephemeral 

state of the artwork online missing from its physical embodiment in the gallery demand of the work 

a complete representation of the nature of the poor image within the walls of the gallery, something 

which would seem to be impossible. The incomplete material recording of the poor image should 

therefore be evaluated on whether the artefact(s) presented in the gallery effectively convey the 

aspects of the online, ephemeral nature of the poor image which the piece is concerned with. In the 

interest of the movement in the agency of the viewer parallels can be drawn to relational aesthetics 

art, although Post Internet Art focuses on the establishment of a network using the gallery as a 

means for further dispersion, rather than examining the relationships established within the gallery 

between the viewer and artwork.20 

In the case of Morehshin Allahyari, the artefacts are presented manufactured from the same 

materials as the destroyed original copy, with the digital model and documents and data showing 

the process of creating an authentic copy accessible via USB cable to the gallery audience, 

highlighting the pieces curatorial interest in the preservation of the cultural artefact and the 

authenticity of the copy made. Vierkant’s image objects as they appear in the gallery space are a 

physical recording of digital image edits, with a manufactured sense of depth, visually confusing and 

inviting to the modern gallery audience to capture themselves in a further digital image, creating 

further versions of the work, while Seth Price’s Social Synthetic renders the digital creative process in 

sculpture in the presentation of multiple copies of a work with slight edits made to each, similarly in 

Arcangel’s Photoshop Gradient Demonstrations the act of creating an artwork in digital media is 

explored by the use of mechanised process which is infinitely repeatable, demonstrating Vierkant’s 

argument that the artwork is equally distributed through all copies of the original. Ulmann’s 

Excellences and Perfections provides a recording of the online interaction and performative event, 

with the context of the framing of the social media platform the work was dispersed via, taking a 

material format which echoes the sleek aesthetic of the online space in which the performance took 

place. All of these artworks exist as digital data files before they enter the gallery space and acquire 

material qualities through mutation into the gallery space which provides the commodity product 

required by the market. In the case of both Arcangel and Price the artefacts printed for display in the 

 
20 Bishop, Claire. 2012. Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship, Verso books 
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gallery are always exhibited alongside other ongoing series, offering different levels of investment as 

material commodity for the market whilst reinforcing the emphasis of no single original copy being 

greater than the infinite reproductions produced from it.  

However, the approach of post internet practice to conform to market conditions and use the gallery 

space as a conduit for the dissemination of artwork via a series of predictable outcomes has drawn 

been a subject of much criticism of the movement. Brian Droitcour in his 2014 essay The Perils of 

Post Internet Art, states that 

‘’Post-Internet art is in love with advertising, like a lot of art since Warhol, but it’s the 

obsession with art-world power systems—as represented by the installation shot—that irks me 

the most about it. After a century that has witnessed art in newspapers, art on the radio, art in 

the mail, art on television and art on the Internet, here’s a self-styled avant-garde that’s all 

about putting art back in the rarefied space of the gallery, even as it purports to offer profound 

insights about how a vast, non-hierarchical communications network is altering our lives. 

A sheaf of essays grappling with the meaning of “Post-Internet” by tracing a genealogy from 

Olson onward would be inadequate to describe what Post-Internet has become: a term to 

market art.’’21 

Droitcour is critical of Post internet arts conformity to the gallery system, often consisting of series 

of sculptural objects with only slight alterations which can be priced easily and guarantee sales. He is 

also critical of the tendency to focus on how the work will be captured by the mechanical eye of the 

smartphone camera by the audience and further dispersed online, rather than the materiality and 

physical presence of the object in the gallery. It could be argued that post internet practice accepts 

and conforms the conditions of producing commodity for the gallery whilst maintaining the location 

of the artwork remains online, dispersed through material media is an attempt to reduce the status 

of the material format of the works as a reactionary move to the art markets industrialisation. Post 

internet art attempts to shift the critical discourse to the online gallery, and by providing the 

machine of the art market with art objects which perfectly fulfil the criteria for it to successfully 

function, while offering little in terms of material or visual variety between exhibitions. The art 

objects displayed in the gallery and sold to the market become little more than print outs designed 

to provide capital to facilitate the continuation of the work in the online space. This allows the art 

market to function as system of investment and capital generation without the need for knowledge 

of the symbolic or aesthetic value of the capital objects being traded. Post Internet practice 

therefore relies on the persona empire of the artist celebrity, as described by Bewersdorf, to 

produce artefacts which have guaranteed symbolic and therefore market value as the artwork is 

judged not on its physical manifestation in the gallery but as a conduit for the ongoing practice of 

the artist which takes place between the online and physical gallery. Post Internet Art challenges the 

historical status of the gallery as the single location of the artwork by treating it as another channel 

of dispersion, one which functions in terms of material capital rather than image data. The 

subversion of the gallery as a system of production and dispersion of cultural capital as a means of 

institutional critique, or as commentary on the requirements set of artistic practice in order to 

function within a capitalist system.  

 
21Droitcour, Brian, 2014. The Perils of Post-Internet Art.  
https://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-features/magazines/the-perils-of-post-internet-art/ 
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